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r CHINA’S REPLY TO JAPAN.

Here is a nice little topical item that will be received
zith gusto at any smoko. A strip of coloured paper is

hown to contain some Oriental writing. Pattering that this

u 5 a diplomatic message from Japan to China, he says that
immediately it was received it was torn up; and he suits

me action to the word by tearing it into small pieces. These
re rubbed together and then shown restored with China’s

lessage to Japan. AND—there is a big laugh coming, but

/e cannot explain that here. There is no catch; it is just
)o good to disclose.

Price 2/6.
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THE ACCOMMODATING BOX

4. 4 Different Coloured Silks are shown. Audience selects a

£>lour which is vanished ; upon the box being opened the selected
Ik is found.

$ A New and Self-contained Trick.

Price 8/6 Posted

BOTTOMLESS TUMBLERS, 5/8 each, Posted.

The Mysterious Appearing Silk from Tumbler.

Tumblers only 5/6 each, posted.
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Write for our Catalogue of Magic—Bd. Posted.
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Write enclosing Postal Note to

EWART, LAWRENCE & co. ltd.
Lass®! I Manners St., WELLINGTON
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RED BUDRED BAND

THE ALE THAT GIVES YOU A “LIFT”

HOW’S TRICKS?-Fun With Magic!
ti '

Here u is! wl
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Ten Cards, each representing a Drink, is first shown;
tards are then placed face down and free choice (no forc-
ing) is given to audience to select a Drink. Without hesi-

tation performer is able to name the Drink selected.
** Note these features:—Can be repeated as often as you

ike without fear of detection. Can be done close up and

mywhere. Only limited supply. Get your set of this exclu-
sive trick immediately.

Price Complete, 7/6.
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THE “MIRACLE” PRODUCTION BOX.
Performer shows a polished wooden box, without lid,

and with a removable bottom. The sides are only |in. thick.
Replacing the bottom, he reaches into the box, and pro-
duces a number of silks, flags, flowers, etc. The box is
again shown empty, and bottom removed to show same com-

pletely empty; yet on placing bottom on, another production
is made Capable of many other uses. Can be used for
changing cards, bill switching, etc.

Price Complete, 17/6; Postage 1/6.


